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Beretta Launches MYNUTE E: New Range of Wall-Hung Condensing
Boilers Ideal for Replacements
LEGNAGO, Italy, XX Xxxxxx, 2020 — Beretta is pleased to present MYNUTE E, the
new range of wall-hung condensing boilers, developed as an ideal choice for boiler
replacements. Beretta, a part of Riello Group, a leader in products and services for
heating, air conditioning and energy efficiency, is a part of Carrier Global Corporation
(NYSE: CARR), a leading global provider of innovative heating, ventilating and air
conditioning (HVAC), refrigeration, fire, security and building automation technologies.
The new range of MYNUTE E condensing boilers is available in three models,
two 25 kW and one 32 kW model, all configured to combine heating and domestic hot
water. One of the 25 kW versions uses a sequence of Beretta standard hydraulic
connections, and the other uses DIN standards. This feature makes replacement
activity in existing systems even easier.
The compact size, common to all models, and a rich series of accessories make
MYNUTE E easy to install in a variety of places. This includes inside homes, outside in
partially protected places, or recessed.
The class A range combustion efficiency, ease of use and maintenance and
excellent comfort, both in heating and sanitary, complete the profile of this product. In
perfect harmony with the MYNUTE Beretta tradition, the range will be appreciated for its
reliability and functionality.

The new layout allows for easy periodic maintenance and cleaning of the
combustion chamber. The primary aluminum exchanger guarantees efficiency and
reliability over time. The sanitary exchanger has been increased to offer excellent
sanitary performances in respect of the Mynute tradition.
The MYNUTE E range is equipped with a user-friendly control panel, which
communicates with the user through a modern backlit LCD display, with scrolling icons
and texts, making simple and intuitive management possible, with easy access to the
settings and parameterizations of the boiler and system.
MYNUTE E has a 1: 5 modulation range and a low consumption modulating
circulator (EEI ≤ 0,20). The new range was created for natural gas operation as
standard, with the possibility of converting it to LPG (G31) and propane-air through the
accessory kit. The 25 kW model is also C(10) approved with external claps available as
an accessory.
The boiler is a HYBRID READY product offering, meaning it includes the new
hybrid technology system conceived and developed in the Beretta Research
Laboratories. This system, created to respond to the needs of integration and
governance of the various energy sources (gas / electricity / renewables), also includes
innovative energy storage and distribution methods.
MYNUTE E is compatible with all the functions of BESMART, the Beretta WiFi
comfort control that allows, through an easy-to-use app, to control and manage
domestic comfort anywhere, even outside the home.
MYNUTE It is the ideal choice for boiler replacement.
For more information see http://www.berettaclima.it
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